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THE PROTRACTOR FOR THE TRADES
TRIGJIG ANGLE FINDERS: TAKING ON THE NOT SO FANTASTIC PLASTIC
PLUS - TRIPLE DISPLAY DESIGN EXPLAINED

www.trigjig.com

GET THE
MEASURE

16" (406mm)

9" (228mm)

6" (152mm)

AF6

The protractor window displays
the angle of the arms.

The AF9 Pro and AF16 R
Pro models include a Rise &
Run scale.

AF9 PRO
STUBBY

AF9 PRO

Mitre window displays the
mitre angle and the mitre
saw setting.

CNC-milled 6mm aluminium
plate ensures the highest
possible quality and strength.

AF16 R PRO

The single window also has
a mitre saw setting for
single cuts.

Stylish chamfers and
trapezoids show attention to
detail you can be proud of.

WITH FOUR VERSIONS IN
THE AF RANGE, THERE'S
BOUND TO BE THE RIGHT
MODEL FOR YOU.
When we first began designing tools, we
quickly found that we couldn't just make
the same as everyone else. We knew we
couldn't compete with tools coming from
the far-east, and in our experience, cheap
tools were something to avoid anyway. So
we set our focus on developing tools that
we would want to use ourselves.
The downside to this is obvious, better
tools cost more. Our first angle finder,
the AF9, was created to combat this issue.
An introductory tool that would allow
tradespeople to get something far better
than anything else on the market and still
great value for money.

It was designed to be a low-risk first
purchase from the TrigJig brand, to let
people see and feel, in their hands, what
buying a quality tool from us is like.
The AF9 was laser cut from 4mm
aluminium and included a heavy duty 3
scale vinyl graphic. Similar tools only
display mitre and single cut scales, but
sometimes you just need to know the
actual angle of a corner, so we added the
protractor scale.
Next, we found that all these scales could
be quite confusing to the eye, so we
placed them on the lower arm. This
covered all the degree marks with the top
arm, where we then milled 3 windows to
expose the measurements and numbers
that were needed. This Triple Display
Design proved to be a great success!

We soon discovered we could make the
Angle Finders more precisie and robust
by CNC-machining them from T6
aluminium. This lead to us dropping the
standard AF9 from the line up and
introducing the AF6 in its place.
We also created Pro versions of the tool.
The AF9 Pro and the AF16 R Pro. These
tools are bigger (9 and 16 inch arms
respectively) and included an extra 'Rise &
Run' scale on the perimeter; perfect for
roofing and drainage. They were also
given a more stylish finish and a
leatherette case.
Finally, we introduced the 'Stubby' after
we discovered some carpenters would cut
off one of the arms from their Angle
Finders to enable it to fit in small spaces
such as around pipe boxing. The Stubby
versions are also popular with metal
fabricators who often work with short
returns on fabricated parts.

"...USING THE BLUE MITRE
SAW SCALE, YOU CAN DIAL
THE SAW STRAIGHT IN TO
GET THE CUT YOU NEED..."
The final change was the introduction of
the mitre saw 'blue' scale. Annoyingly,
most mitre saws are limited by their
adjustment (usually 45 degrees). This
requires some quick calculations for
'extreme' cuts to ensure you get it right.
By using the 'blue' scale on the mitre and
single cut windows and a 45 degree precut block, you can forget the calculations
and simply dial the saw straight in as
usual, saving time and wasted cuts.
The Angle Finders have earned their place
in most toolboxes, and they have proved
to us that our customers will choose
quality made tools over mass produced
not-so fantastic plastic, every time.

POCKET
SQUARE

Available NOW
Introducing our NEW Pocket Squares.
Small enough to fit in the tool belt,
strong enough to be used every day.
The TrigJig Pocket Squares are perfect
bench joinery companions. With pencil
profile holes for marking angles, lead
holes for scribing and a ruler for simply
taking measurements or setting up
table router depths.
The blade is engineered from laser cut
stainless steel and is mounted to the
CNC-milled, anodised aluminium fence
using stainless steel machine screws.
The graduation marks are lasered
enamel for pin sharp accuracy and are
highly resistant to wear.
The Pocket Squares are available in
metric and imperial versions: 100mm,
180mm, 4" and 7".

TrigJig.co.uk
TrigJig.us
TrigJig.com

THESE TOOLS WERE NOT BUILT
TO A PRICE POINT. THEY'RE
BUILT TO A STANDARD. A VERY
HIGH STANDARD.
Roofing squares have been around for
decades. They're super-handy and can be
used for many jobs on-site. So when we
began plans to create our own roofing
square, we had to make sure it was
something special. Something people
needed, and something they would want.
The first thing we considered was the
measurement scale. Whilst in the UK,
Europe and Australia we mostly use the
metric system, it's not for everyone. The
U.S.A use imperial and Canada a bit of
both. Size too was a major factor. Whilst
smaller 7" or 180mm tools are easier to
produce, the use of ever bigger timbers
meant the demand for 12" and 300mm
tools was growing.

Next we had to consider the materials.
We opted to mill the adjustable fence
from aluminium on our CNC milling
machines as the precision is unrivalled,
and we have complete control of the
process.
For the blades we considered aluminium
and mild steel. But whilst these materials
are easier to machine, they lacked the
corrosion resistance we wanted for a tool
that would spend much of its time
outdoors.
For this reason we opted for stainless
steel. It has great strength and rust
resistance, but if dropped from a height, it
will more likely bend rather than snap, as
was rumoured to happen with many of
the big, old Stanley squares.
We perfected the manufacturing process
and focussed heavily on precision.

"..WE DROPPED THE TOOLS
FROM 2 STORIES HIGH UNTIL
WE WERE SATISFIED IN THE
LEVEL OF ROBUSTNESS."
Each blade is laser cut, then machine
profiled for even greater levels of
accuracy. The blades undergo glass
blasting to create a dull surface that
reduces glare from bright sunlight.
For the marks we use laser enamel. This
allows us to reach tight tolerances as the
laser fires at 90 degrees to the blade
surface, so we can make sure it's exactly
where we want it.
The lasering of the enamel changes the
physical structure of the metal surface
too. So the only way to remove the marks
is by a power sander or grinding wheel.

We tested the resistance of the marks to
wear by subjecting the tools to 20,000
repetitions of opening and closing the
adjustable fence. 10,000 scribes on each
side, which involves rubbing the tool
against rough sawn timber, and to finish
off, we dropped the tools from 2 stories
high until we were satisfied in the level of
robustness.

EXTRA RULE FOR
MARKING
ALONG LENGTH
OF MATERIAL

300MM RULE
(12"
IMPERIAL
VERSION)

SCRIBE
SLOTS
EVERY 5MM
CNC-MILLED &
ANODISED
ALUMINIUM FENCE

COMMON
RAFTER SCALE
STAINLESS STEEL 3MM
ANTI-GLARE BLADE

We packed the blade full of useful
features. The adjustable fence
enables multiple marks of the same
angle to be made quickly. We
included 1/3rd scribe guides for
common timber sizes to speed up
birdsmouths, and pencil lead scribe
guides every 5mm (1/4").

NOMINAL TIMBER
DIMENSION
SCRIBE GUIDES
FOR MARKING
THIRDS

6/3

CNC-MACHINE
PROFILED EDGE FOR
PRECISE PROTRACTOR

ADJUSTABLE FENCE
FOR SINGLE-LOCK
HIP/VALLEY RAFTERS
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Spotted on

@DaveCullenJoinery tackles
a custom table with
the AF6

To have your project featured, tag @trigjig into your instagram or Facebook post or
email pictures and a short description of your project to info@trigjig.com

